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OLIVIER ROY
Universität Bayreuth
Abstract. We introduce a new understanding of deontic modals that we call obligations as
weakest permissions. We argue for its philosophical plausibility, study its expressive power in neigh-
borhood models, provide a complete Hilbert-style axiom system for it and show that it can be
extended and applied to practical norms in decision and game theory.
§1. Introduction. In this paper we study the logic of what we call obligations as weak-
est permissions. The basic idea is this. An action type ϕ is obligatory only in cases where the
following two conditions hold.
• ϕ is permitted;
• If ψ is also permitted then one cannot do ψ in the present situation while not
doing ϕ.
In that sense ϕ is the logically weakest permitted action type that the agent can achieve in
the situation she is in. This notion is a very natural one: Suppose that ϕ is obligatory, but that
there is some logically weaker and permitted ϕ′. This means that you may do ϕ′ without
ensuring the obligatory ϕ. But this seems odd. In Section 2 we study and motivate our
understanding of obligations and permissions in more detail. This understanding of obli-
gations and permissions results in an interesting non-normal deontic logic. In Section 3 we
show some of its core properties, and provide a complete Hilbert-style axiom system for it.
In Section 4 we show that the system can be extended to capture stronger (neighborhood)
frame conditions, and that it has natural applications to rational recommendations in deci-
sion and game theory. The view of obligations and permissions that we propose here thus
has interesting mathematical properties. Furthermore, it is philosophically plausible. It is
this for which we argue first.
§2. Philosophical motivations. In this section we present and defend the philosoph-
ical view of the deontic modalities that underlie the formal system that we subsequently
develop. We start with permissions. The basic idea is that permissions provide sufficient
conditions for an action type to be licensed by a given system of norms, what we call being
“normatively OK.” This view results in a known, specific interpretation of permissions, the
Received: March 16, 2015.
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808 ALBERT J.J. ANGLBERGER ET AL.
“open reading”. We argue for this reading first. Then we turn to obligations. We view them
as the strongest action type that is necessary for an action to be normatively OK. We first ar-
gue that, given the open reading of permissions, this is a natural interpretation of obligation
to take. To strengthen this point we finish by presenting a number of concrete cases where
obligations and permissions can be understood in the sense that we develop here.
2.1. Permissions as sufficient conditions: The open reading. Take an (unconditional)
permission statement, for instance “it is permitted to board the plane.” Let us write this
Pϕ. Suppose that ϕ is an action type. By this we mean that there are many, mutually
exclusive action tokens of that type. There might be many ways to board a plane. There
might be more than one gate to go through, there might be several times within a fixed
period when one can proceed, etc. What does it mean, then, to say that “it is permitted
to board the plane”? How to read Pϕ? This is David Lewis’ famous “problem about
permission” (Lewis, 1979). There are two obvious candidates:
(a) every token of type ϕ is OK according to the boarding regulations;
(b) at least one token of type ϕ (but possibly not all) is OK according to the boarding
regulations.
By saying that an action token “is OK according to the boarding regulations" we mean that
this token is legal, that it is among those which the set of boarding regulations licenses.
Following Broersen (2004) we will call (a) the open reading of permissions. We argue now
that (a) is the correct understanding in some situations. This is sufficient for this paper.
Provided that the open reading is the right one in certain cases, we will argue next that in
those cases obligations should be understood as weakest permissions. We do not argue
(and do not need to) that the open reading is always the right or the only sensible under-
standing of permissions.
Under the open reading permission statements identify the sufficient conditions for an
action type to be licensed by a given normative system. In Andersonian-Kangerian termi-
nology, permissions statements like Pϕ can be interpreted as
If you perform a ϕ-type action then it is OK
In other words, any action token of type ϕ is OK in a given normative system. Performing
a ϕ action is sufficient for legality. This has also been called strong permissions (e.g. Kamp,
1973; Asher & Bonevac, 2005).1
There are many situations in which permissions behave this way. Suppose Ann is al-
lowed to board through the front or the back door of the plane. She is allowed to do both.
She may board through the front door and she may board through the back door. Either way
is legal, as far as the boarding regulations are concerned. This is only one mundane case.
1 There are in fact two senses of strong permissions in the literature. One as above: permission
defined through the Open Reading. In that sense obligations discussed in this paper are weakest
strong permissions, for the simple reason that all permissions discussed here are strong. Strong
permissions have also been interpreted in von Wright’s sense (Wright, 1963), i.e. as explicit
permissions as opposed to the mere absence of a prohibition. We do not discuss this sense of
strong permission in this paper. But since we only have explicit permissions (we do not discuss
the respective duals of O and P), it is also true that obligations are weakest strong permissions in
that sense. So one could call the obligations discussed here weakest strong permissions. But we
refrain from doing so, partly because of the potential ambiguity between two senses of “strong”,
and partly because almost everywhere we use “weak” and “strong” to refer to logical strength,
which is again different from the two senses of “strong” just discussed.
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OBLIGATION, FREE CHOICE AND WEAKEST PERMISSIONS 809
There are many more situations where permissions identify sufficient conditions for
“legality” (see Section 2.3). These apply to a large range of normative systems, from law to
morality to rationality. This last is particularly fitting in our view. We develop it further in
Section 4.2.2
2.1.1. The open reading and free choice permission. As the last example suggests, the
open reading corresponds to the well-known free choice permission principle
(see Makinson, 1984):
P(ϕ ∨ ψ) → Pϕ ∧ Pψ (FCP)
(FCP) is clearly valid under the open reading. If by P(ϕ∨ψ) we mean every way to ensure
that ϕ or ψ is permitted, then every way to ensure that ϕ and every way to ensure that ψ
has to be permitted too. So we get Pϕ and Pψ . Now suppose the open reading is not true
for a specific permitted action type ϕ. Write τ1, ..., τn for the action tokens of type ϕ.3 ϕ is
equivalent to the disjunction τ1 ∨ ... ∨ τn . So we have P(τ1 ∨ ... ∨ τn). But since the open
reading is false, there is at least one τi that is not permitted. So we have ¬Pτi , which is
enough to conclude that (FCP) is false.
Of course (FCP) is not uncontested (e.g. McNamara, 2014; Hansson, 2013). We now
consider some of the classical objections to it. The first is the known fact that (FCP) has
disastrous consequences in Standard Deontic Logic. That logic validates weakening of
permission:
Pϕ → P(ϕ ∨ ψ) (PRW)
Our reply to that potential problem is simple. (PRW) is not valid in the logic we develop
below. Furthermore, as many have observed, (FCP) and (PRW) correspond4 to two un-
derstandings of permissions which should not be confused. In our terminology, these two
notions of permissions are the readings (a) and (b) above. This was already observed by von
Wright:
“In the monadic weak permission calculi we prove the theorem ‘Pp →
P(p&q)’. It says that if a certain thing is permitted, then this thing in
conjunction with anything else is permitted too. This would be disas-
trous, if the deontic logic which permits the step from ‘Pp’ to ‘P(p&q)’
also permitted the transition from ‘P(p&q)’ to ‘Pp’. But it doesn’t. The
inferences from ‘Pp’ to ‘P(p&q)’ and from ‘P(p&q)’ to ‘Pp’ are both
valid – but valid for different concepts of permission.” (Wright, 1968,
pp. 33–34)
2 As an historical aside, it is worth mentioning that von Wright himself seems to have endorsed
that reading:
“It seems to me that the most natural way of understanding the phrases is this: “It
is permitted that p”, no circumstances being specified, means that it is permitted
that p, no matter what the circumstances are, i.e. in all circumstances.” (Wright,
1968, pp. 34–35)
3 This assumption is only mentioned to match the finitary character of the langauge that we present
below. The argument could be run in the general case too, but this would bring in unimportant
technicalities later on.
4 Indeed a similar argument as above for (a) shows that (b) corresponds to (PRW).
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810 ALBERT J.J. ANGLBERGER ET AL.
A second potential objection is that the open reading is too strong. Suppose boarding is
permitted. We rarely mean by this that all possible ways of boarding are permitted. What is
in fact permitted is boarding, provided one has a valid boarding pass, shows it to the flight
attendant at the gate, does not have over-sized hand-luggage, etc...5 Strictly speaking, it is
boarding provided that no other regulations are violated that is permitted. The objection is
that most permissions are like this. We say all the time that this or that is permitted, but we
rarely ever mean by this that every possible way to carry out these actions is permitted.
This problem can be spelled out more formally. Suppose ϕ is permitted. This action type
is classically equivalent to its “factorization” into (ϕ ∧ ψ) ∨ (ϕ ∧ ¬ψ). So by (FCP) we
get that both disjuncts are permitted, for any ψ whatsoever. This includes cases where ψ
itself is forbidden. And a particular case of this factorization is when ϕ = ψ , yielding the
conclusion that whenever something is permitted then the impossible action type ⊥ is also
permitted. These two consequences, the objection goes, is a reductio against (FCP).
In our view these consequences are not sufficient to warrant the desired reductio. Start
with the fact that Pϕ implies P⊥. This might be seen as an oddity, but philosophically this
is harmless. P⊥ is a vacuous permission, since its content cannot be performed. And in the
system we develop below ⊥ is never obligatory, by the “ought implies can” principle.
Now consider the implication from Pϕ to P(ϕ ∧ψ) when the latter action types are not
mutually exclusive. This, the objection goes, leads to strongly counter-intuitive results, for
instance when ψ itself is forbidden. This is essentially the point of Hansson’s “Vegetarian’s
Free Lunch” example in Hansson (2013). For the sake of the argument let us grant that if ψ
is forbidden then ϕ ∧ ψ should not be permitted. This is plausible under the open reading.
But even granting that there are two possible reactions. One can reject the implication and
with it (FCP), or one can keep (FCP) and conclude either that it is really ϕ ∧ ¬ψ which
was permitted in the first place, or that the normative system at hand should be revised.
(FCP) and the open reading of permissions demand a very precise description of what is
permitted. Permission requires circumscription. The objection above does nothing in the
way of showing that it is never possible to do so, and even less that (FCP) cannot be
fruitfully put to use in a dynamic process of revising the law. In the example above, it seems
perfectly possible to pinpoint precisely what is permitted and what is not. So the objection
is not decisive. In certain situations (FCP) and the open reading remain plausible.
This reply can be strengthened by pointing out that the purportedly overly strong char-
acter of the open reading can be well handled by moving to defeasible norms. The open
reading of permissions is by no means bound to the view that such permissions are not
defeasible. If we call some ϕ permitted, we of course usually exclude implicitly exceptional
cases where some non-permitted ψ is done together with ϕ. If someone claims that it is
permitted for me to donate a certain percentage of my salary each month, she implicitly
excludes cases where I donate this percentage and steal back the same amount of money
from my neighbor. In legal contexts the situation is exactly the same: whenever a legal
authority calls ϕ permitted, cases in which ϕ is combined with other, non-permitted ψs are
implicitly excluded from this permission, i.e. are not permitted. Our view is that the open
reading, which requires precise and complete descriptions of a permission’s content, can
5 A similar phenomenon has been observed in other areas of research, also affecting other notions
(not just deontic ones). In the research on reasoning about actions, it is often assumed to be
impossible to explicitly state sufficient conditions which imply the executability of an action
(the qualification problem, e.g. Brown, 1987; McCarty, 1980). We would like to thank an
anonymous referee for making us aware of this connection. This relation has been studied further
in Anglberger et al. (2014).
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OBLIGATION, FREE CHOICE AND WEAKEST PERMISSIONS 811
be seen as the default position. If some exceptional case shows up then the system of per-
missions can (and should) be refined. It is not ϕ but ϕ ∧ ¬ψ that is permitted. But for that
stricter permission the open reading remains in force.
2.1.2. Obligations under the open reading. Given that permissions are seen as pro-
viding sufficient conditions for legality, the natural option for Oϕ is to view it in terms of
necessary conditions.6 To go back to our boarding regulation example, we get that no token
of type ¬ϕ is OK according to the boarding regulations.
(a’) If you fail to do a ϕ-type of action then it is not OK
The reading of obligations that we defend in this paper is stronger than (a’). It entails it.
Under that reading, when obligations imply permissions, the unique obligatory act type is
the set of legal tokens. This is what we argue for in the next section.
2.2. Argument for obligations as weakest permissions. We now argue that, in situa-
tions where the open reading of permissions applies, it is natural to view obligations not
only along (a’) but also as strongest necessary conditions, i.e. as those that are entailed by
all permissions.
(a”) A ϕ-type of action is obligatory if and only if for all act-types ψ that are permitted,
if h is a token of type ψ then it is also a token of type ϕ.
If one adds to (a”) that obligatory act types must also be permitted, one gets that obligations
are logically weakest permissions. We first argue that being the weakest permission is
necessary for an action to be obligatory, under the open reading of permissions. Then we
give a similar argument to the effect that the implication also goes the other way around.
This latter argument uses an additional assumption, namely that there is always some action
type that is obligatory. We are not especially worried about this. The core system that we
present and develop in Section 3 only takes the “only if” direction of (a”). In Section 4 we
consider an extension of the core system that does capture the “if” direction.
There is a direct argument for the “only if” direction of (a”), given (a’) and the open
reading. Suppose obligations and permissions give, respectively, necessary and sufficient
conditions for legality. Then any token of a permitted type ψ is OK, which in turn implies
that that token is of type ϕ, for any ϕ that is obligatory. In short: if ϕ and ψ are respectively
necessary and sufficient for being O K , we have:
ψ → O K → ϕ
This is the “only if” in (a”).
Let us look at a less abstract argument. Suppose I ought to save a child who is drowning,
but that this is not the logically weakest permission that I have. Maybe saving the child is
not permitted in the first place. Then we are under a system of obligations where some
obligatory actions are not permitted. Such a system is not implausible in our view. But it
is surely not mainstream in deontic logic. We leave that possibility aside in this paper. So
suppose that saving the child is permitted. That it is not the among the logically weakest
permissions means that there must be another action type, non-equivalent and logically
weaker, which is permitted. Suppose for the sake of illustration that this is “saving the child
or not ruining my shoes” (possibly by not jumping in the water with them on), and that
there is one token of that type where I save my shoes but not the child. Then the open
6 The open reading of permissions does not commit in itself to that particular view of the
interpretation of obligations. It is simply the natural option to take.
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812 ALBERT J.J. ANGLBERGER ET AL.
reading of permissions results in this token being permitted. But this is highly counter-
intuitive. By performing that action token, viz. not saving the child and not ruining my
shoes, I clearly violate my obligation. So to avoid this counter-intuitive consequence, under
the open reading (and the assumption that obligation implies permission), saving the child
must be my logically weakest permission after all.
Now for the converse direction. For this argument we need an additional assumption,
i.e. that some type ψ is obligatory.7 We can give again an abstract and a concrete argu-
ment. Let us start with the abstract one. Let ϕ be the weakest permission, but assume
towards contradiction that ϕ is not obligatory. We know that some other action type ψ is
obligatory, i.e. (by the necessary condition interpretation of obligation) every token that is
OK is of type ψ . Obligation implies permission and the open reading also gives us the other
direction, i.e. all OK tokens are ψ-tokens. Since ϕ is the weakest permission, the set of ψ
tokens constitutes a subset of the set of ϕ tokens, i.e. every ψ-token is a ϕ-token. Hence,
every token that is OK is also of type ϕ, which by the necessary condition interpretation of
obligation gives us that ϕ is obligatory. Contradiction.
Here is the concrete version. Suppose that saving a child who is drowning is the logically
weakest permission that I have, but it is not the case that I ought to do this. As in the
previous paragraph, to run this direction of the argument we need to assume that there is
something else that I ought to do in that situation. Call it ψ . We are assuming again that
obligation implies permission. So we can conclude that ψ is permitted too. But since saving
the child is my logically weakest permission, there are only two cases to consider. ψ might
be equivalent to saving the child. Then the latter is obligatory after all. Otherwise ψ is
strictly stronger than saving the child. But this is just to say that there are tokens in which
I do not ψ but I save the child. Are these tokens OK? By the open reading they are, but by
(a”) they are not. Contradiction.
In the two concrete versions of these arguments we assume that obligated action types
are also permitted, that “O implies P”. This is independently plausible. But this assumption
takes a particularly strong reading in the present case. We view obligations and permissions
as providing, respectively, necessary and sufficient conditions for legality. Necessary con-
ditions need not in general be sufficient. No act token might be morally OK unless it is
a token of saving the child. But this doesn’t mean that all “saving the child” tokens are
morally OK. Saving the child by sacrifying another one is not, for instance. Assuming that
obligation implies permission thus means, in the present setting, that the obligatory action
types, i.e. necessary conditions for legality, are also sufficient ones. What is obligatory is to
perform a “legal” or an “OK” action. Obligations, under this reading, pinpoint precisely the
set of legal action tokens. This is a strong view of obligations. But not an uncommon one.
We show some examples now.
2.3. Examples of obligations as weakest permissions. We conclude the philosophical
part of this paper by providing three examples of cases where obligations are weakest
permissions. We encountered two of them above, but it is worthwhile making them more
explicit. The first one is a quite mundane case of airport regulation. The second one is
the shallow pond example from moral philosophy. The last one involves rational recom-
mendations in games. This last example is in our view particularly compelling. We will be
generalizing and illustrating it in Section 4.2.
7 This assumption is not as strong as it looks. This ψ could be the trivial action type . This would
merely say that I ought to do something, but nothing specifically.
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Regulative norms of behavior. According to boarding regulations in many airports, once a
passenger has checked in her luggage, she is obliged to board the plane. Now suppose Ann
waits at the gate, and has a business class ticket. Many airlines allow passengers like Ann
to board at any time while the gate is open. Ann may board as soon as the gate is open,
she may wait until the very last moment, or she may proceed anytime in between. But
none of these is obligatory. The only thing she ought to do is to board according to the
regulations. Obeying all the boarding regulations is the strongest necessary condition for
a boarding action to be OK. And this is also the weakest permission she has. All other
permitted action types for her imply fulfilling this obligation.
Moral obligations and permissions. Consider the following textbook example in moral
philosophy:
“On my way to give a lecture, I pass a shallow ornamental pond and
notice that a small child has fallen in and is in danger of drowning. I look
around to see where the parents, or babysitter, are, but to my surprise,
I see that there is no one else around. It seems that it is up to me to
make sure that the child doesn’t drown. Would anyone deny that I ought
to wade in and pull the child out? This will mean getting my clothes
muddy, ruining my shoes and either cancelling my lecture or delaying
it until I can find something dry to change into; but compared with the
avoidable death of a child none of these things are significant.” (Singer,
2011, p. 199)
The agent in this example ought to ensure that the child is prevented from drowning.
Is he permitted to take off his jacket first, before wading in and pulling the child out?
Only if he does so in a way that does not prevent him saving the child. One should think
similarly of other action types that might be permitted in this case. They are all specific
ways of, and thus compatible with, saving the child. What should the agent do then?
Arguably morality, or most probably utilitarianism in Singer’s case, pinpoints a number
of necessary conditions for a saving action to be morally OK. What the agent ought to do
here is be moral, i.e. save the child in a way that complies with all other requirements of
morality. So in this case there is an “ought” which is the weakest permission too.
Rational recommendations. Consider the relatively uncontroversial decision-theoretic
principle that agents should not choose actions that are strictly dominated by others, viz. ac-
tions that make the agent strictly worse off than another in all possible states of the world. In
general there will be many non-strictly dominated, mutually exclusive alternatives. To say
that the agent ought to do all of them would be a blatant violation of the ought-implies-
can principle. The more natural reading is that each individual, non-strictly dominated
action is permitted. What about obligation? On the ground of dominance alone nothing else
distinguishes these non-strictly dominated strategies. They are all rationally permissible,
and what the agent ought to do is pick among them. So only the disjunctive action type
“either this strategy or that one or...” is obligatory. This is the weakest permission the agent
has. We expand on this example in Section 4.2.
§3. Core system. We now develop the core deontic logic of obligations as weakest
permissions. As mentioned, in this system being the weakest permitted action-type avail-
able to the agent is a necessary condition for it being obligated. The deontic logic where the
converse direction also holds is studied in Section 4.1. For now we introduce first the syntax
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814 ALBERT J.J. ANGLBERGER ET AL.
and semantics of our deontic language, then show some basic but interesting properties of
the resulting system. We then provide a sound and complete axiom system for that logic.
3.1. Syntax and semantics. We work in a propositional modal logic with three
“boxes”. Two of them take a deontic interpretation, the third one is an alethic modality
to talk about what the agent can and cannot achieve in a given situation. Let PROP be a
countable set of propositions. Then LD is the language constructed as follows (with p ∈
PROP):
ϕ := p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 3ϕ | Pϕ | Oϕ
The other propositional connectives are introduced as usual, and 2 is defined as ¬3¬.
In line with our interpretation presented in the previous section, Oϕ and Pϕ should be
read as “the agent ought to do a ϕ-action”, and “every ϕ-action is permitted”. Under
our interpretation of obligation as weakest permission, the two notions are not duals. We
will see an example of this later. This is why we introduce them as primitives. 3ϕ is an
alethic modality, to be read “it is possible (to ensure) that ϕ”. This modality has a dual,
2ϕ, to be read “it is necessary (to ensure) that ϕ”. Formulas of LD are interpreted in
deontic models:
DEFINITION 3.1 (Frames and models). A deontic frame F is a tuple 〈H, Alt, n P , nO〉
where:
• H is a set of action tokens.8
• Alt is the universal relation on H, i.e. Alt = H × H.
• n P : H → 22H is a neighborhood function assigning sets of subsets of H to each
h ∈ H such that:
— (Open Reading) If X ∪ Y ∈ n P (h) then X ∈ n P (h) and Y ∈ n P(h).
• nO : H → 22H is a neighborhood function assigning sets of subsets of H to each
h ∈ H such that:
— (Ought-Perm) If X ∈ nO(h) then X ∈ n P(h).
— (Ought-Can) If X ∈ nO(h) then there is also an h′ ∈ X such that Alt (h, h′).
— (Weakest-Perm) If X ∈ nO(h) then for all Y ∈ n P(h), Y ⊆ X.
A deontic model M is a deontic frame together with a valuation V : PROP → 2H ,
assigning to each atomic action type p ∈ PROP a set of action tokens.
We interpret the points in H as action tokens and not as states of the world. When the
points are states of the world, sets of them are usually interpreted as events or proposi-
tions. Here sets of action tokens are action types or properties of action tokens, i.e. the
property of being of type X ⊆ H . The reason we take this non-standard interpretation
of the points in our models is that the deontic logic we develop is made to talk about
what kind of action types are obligatory and permitted, and the logical relations between
these.
The domain H of a deontic frame can be seen as the situation or the decision problem
the agent is in. It lists the possible action tokens that can be realized. We take different
8 One natural interpretation of action tokens is as the outgoing branches at a particular moment
in a model of indeterministic time, e.g. in Belnap et al. (2001). Thus our notation H and the
corresponding h, h′, ... here.
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OBLIGATION, FREE CHOICE AND WEAKEST PERMISSIONS 815
action tokens to be mutually exclusive in a given situation. So an alternative reading of
Alt (h, h′) is that either action is executable in the current situation.
The deontic modalities are interpreted using the corresponding two neighborhood func-
tions nO and n P . As usual in neighborhood semantics, these functions can be seen as
returning, for each state, a list, in this case of action types, that are obligatory and permitted,
respectively. For n P , the only condition we impose is the one we showed above to be con-
ceptually equivalent to endorsing the open reading of permissions: Free Choice Permission.
(Ought-Perm) and the (Ought-Can) are interaction principles. They ensure that obligation
implies permission and feasibility, respectively. Note that since Alt is the universal relation
(Ought-Can) can be equivalently formulated as ∅ ∈ nO(h). The key constraint is of course
(Weakest-Perm). It makes some ϕ obligatory only if no logically weaker action type is
both permitted and feasible. We discuss the converse direction in Section 4.1. Taken all
together, this boils down to the following: If nO(h) is not empty,9 then it is a singleton, i.e.
it contains the weakest permitted action type, and n P (h) is the downset, i.e. the set of all
subsets of that unique element of nO(h).
Both P and O will turn out to be non-normal modalities. Otherwise the interpretation of
obligations as weakest permission would be trivial. P is a modal “box” here. If it was a
normal box, it would validate necessitation. So we would always have P. Semantically
this would mean that the whole set H would always be the unique logically weakest
permission. Interpreting P as a normal “diamond” does not work either: A normal diamond
is monotone, in the sense that if ϕ implies ψ , then Pϕ implies Pψ . Given the open reading
of permission, this implies that if some ϕ is permitted, than any arbitrary ψ is permitted:
Assume that Pϕ. Then, since ϕ implies ϕ ∨ ψ , we get that P(ϕ ∨ ψ). By free choice per-
mission, this implies Pϕ and Pψ , and so Pψ in particular. In other words, if P is a normal
diamond, then either everything or nothing is permitted. We need to go non-normal to
avoid that.
Truth and validity in deontic models/frames are defined as usual in neighborhood se-
mantics, with the exception that formulas are evaluated “at” action-tokens. One should read
M, h | ϕ as “in the situation where h is a live alternative, ϕ holds”.10
DEFINITION 3.2 (Truth conditions). Let M be a deontic model, and ||ϕ||M = {h :
M, h | ϕ}. We omit the subscript to ||ϕ|| when the context makes it clear. The truth
conditions for the Boolean connectives are standard.
• M, h | 3ϕ iff there is an h′ such that Alt (h, h′) andM, h′ | ϕ.
• M, h | Pϕ iff ||ϕ|| ∈ n P (h).
• M, h | Oϕ iff ||ϕ|| ∈ nO(h).
Let K be the class of deontic models/frames. Then K | ϕ is the usual notion of validity
on a class of models/frames defined as truth in all states of all models.
9 Keep in mind that in neighborhood semantics nO (h) = ∅ is a very different condition from∅ ∈ nO (h).
10 The semantics below thus allow for cases whereM, h | Oϕ andM, h′ | ¬Oϕ, even though
Alt (h, h′). Call uniform frames where such cases do not arise. Failure of uniformity can be seen as
an oddity. In this case there is a simple additional frame condition/axiom that enforces uniformity.
But such odd cases can be seen as what decision-theorists call “moral hazard” or “state-act
dependence.” These are important for decision and game theory, witness the debate between
evidential and causal decision theory, and recent work on correlations in games (Brandenburger &
Friedenberg, 2008). We show an example of this in Section 4.2. So we keep this possibility open
in the core system.
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3.2. Basic properties. Validities in deontic models already unveil interesting princi-
ples relating deontic notions to each other and to alethic modalities. First, as expected from
(Ought-Perm), obligation implies permission, but not the other way around. Furthermore,
this logic validates neither of the two directions of the usual duality between obligation and
permission. Finally, the logic makes room for normative indifference.
OBSERVATION 3.3. Oϕ → Pϕ is valid on the class of deontic frames, but not its
converse. Furthermore, neither Oϕ → ¬P¬ϕ nor the converse implication are valid on
that class of frames.
Proof. The first claim is a trivial consequence of the constraints on nO . Here is a counter-
model to the validity of Pϕ → Oϕ and Oϕ → ¬P¬ϕ. Let M be a deontic model,
with H = {h1}, Alt = H2, the neighborhood functions n P (h1) = {{h1},∅}, nO(h1) =
{{h1}}, and V (p) = {h1}. This gives us M, h1 | Op ∧ P¬p and M, h1 | P¬p ∧
¬O¬p, and thereby falsifying | Oϕ → ¬P¬ϕ and | Pϕ → Oϕ, respectively. A
counter-model for ¬P¬ϕ → Oϕ can easily be constructed by modifying M such that
nO(h1) = n P (h1) = ∅. 
It is worth pausing to notice the plausibility of the counter-examples to both directions
of the dual when obligations are weakest permitted action types. First consider ¬P¬χ →
Oχ . Take our second example from section 2.3 again, and let ϕ stand for “you take off
your shoes”. Of course, you do not have an obligation to take off your shoes, i.e. ¬Oϕ
(they’re your shoes after all). Does this mean that ¬ϕ is permitted? Of course not. The
open reading of permission requires every ¬ϕ-token to be OK in order for P¬ϕ to be true.
But there are many ways in which you do not take of your shoes that are not OK (e.g. the
ones where you walk away and do not save the child). So under (Weakest-Perm) O and P
are not dual, and rightly so.
Plausible counter-examples for the converse are also easy to come by. Obviously, it is
consistent for an impossible action ψ ∧ ¬ψ to be permitted. Given the open reading,
this is even very plausible: Since there are no tokens of an impossible action type, every
token of that very type is OK. At the same time, this by no means excludes the trivial
action ψ ∨ ¬ψ from being obligatory. So this gives us Oϕ ∧ P¬ϕ (for at least one ϕ),
and thereby falsifies the converse direction. The following example illustrates this phe-
nomenon: Suppose that Olivier is on a stretch of the German Autobahn where there is
no speed limit, the only thing he can do is drive, and he ought do so. But his car being
what it is, he can’t drive faster than 90 km/h. So the situation is the following: as far as
driving rules are concerned Olivier can do whatever he wants. The only obligatory action
type is the trivial one: driving. But given the limitation of his car the only action tokens
available to him are those where he is driving at most at 90 km/h. Driving faster is an
impossible action type. Let’s assume for simplicity that there is nothing else that Olivier
ought to do. So he ought to drive within the limits of his car’s capacity: let ϕ be “drive at
any speed up to 90km/h”. Then OOlivierϕ. But since there is no speed limit ¬ϕ, to be read
“drive above 90km/h”, is permitted too. It’s just that this is not an alternative for Olivier
right now.
In the present logic neighborhood semantics has the welcome side effect of making the
logic immune to some of the deontic paradoxes in their classical formulations. This really
is a side effect. Recall that P and O are non-normal to avoid trivialization. But this has
the further welcome consequence of invalidating three of the paradoxical implications in
Standard Deontic Logic, despite the fact that the logic validates the “K -axiom”, both for P
and for O .
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OBSERVATION 3.4 (Three paradoxes). None of the following formulae is valid in deon-
tic frames:11
O¬ϕ → O(ϕ → ψ) (contrary to duty paradox)
Oϕ → O(ϕ ∨ ψ) (Ross’ paradox)
(Oϕ ∧2(ϕ → ψ)) → Pψ (Good Samaritan paradox)
Proof. The following model M provides a counter-example to all three. Take H =
{h1, h2}, the neighborhood functions n P(h1) = {{h1},∅}, n P (h2) = {{h2},∅}, nO(h1) =
{{h1}}, nO(h2) = {{h2}} and V (p) = {h1} and V (q) = {h2}. We obtainM, h1 | Op ∧
¬O(p∨q), falsifying Rosss paradox;M, h2 | O¬p∧¬O(¬p∨¬q), falsifying Contrary
to Duty, and M, h1 | Op ∧ 2(p → (p ∨ ¬p)) ∧ ¬P(p ∨ ¬p), falsifying Good
Samaritan. 
Obligations are unique in this logic, up to equivalence. This is reflected by the following
validity.
OBSERVATION 3.5. The following is valid in deontic frames:
Oϕ ∧ Oψ → 2(ϕ ↔ ψ)
Proof. Let F be a deontic frame and h ∈ H . Suppose both ||ϕ|| and ||ψ || are in nO(h).
By (Ought-Perm) we know that both are also in n P (h), and by (Weakest-Perm) it follows
that ||ϕ|| = ||ψ ||. 
OBSERVATION 3.6. The following principles are valid in deontic frames.
P(ϕ → ψ) → (Pϕ → Pψ)
O(ϕ → ψ) → (Oϕ → Oψ)
Proof. The validity of the first follows directly from Open Reading and the fact that
ϕ → ψ is equivalent to ¬ϕ ∨ ψ . For the second, supposeM, h | O(ϕ → ψ) ∧ Oϕ. By
Observation 3.5 we have ||ϕ|| = ||¬ϕ ∨ ψ ||. By Ought-Can we also know that ||ϕ|| = ∅.
But then since ||¬ϕ|| ⊆ ||¬ϕ ∨ ψ || = ||ϕ||, it must be that ||¬ϕ|| = ∅. This means that
||¬ϕ ∨ ψ || = ||ψ ||, and so thatM, h | Oψ . 
Observations 3.5 and 3.6 highlight the fact that the distribution of O over implication
hinges on an assumption about the alternatives. Obligations as weakest permission thus
give rise to an unusual interplay between deontic and alethic modalities. This shouldn’t
come as a surprise. In our interpretation an action type is obligatory only if it is the weakest
possible permitted feasible action type.
Call an action type ϕ a matter of indifference when neither ϕ nor its negation are oblig-
atory (McNamara, 2014). Deontic models can capture this form of normative indifference.
In fact they can capture an even stronger form of indifference. They allow for cases where
the normative code is silent on a given type ϕ. Neither ϕ nor its negation are obligatory. It
could be that neither of them are permitted either.
OBSERVATION 3.7. The following is not valid in deontic frames:
Oϕ ∨ O¬ϕ ∨ Pϕ ∨ P¬ϕ
11 Note that under this formulation Contrary to Duty is logically equivalent to Ross’ paradox. We
nonetheless include both here to highlight the fact that they are not valid.
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818 ALBERT J.J. ANGLBERGER ET AL.
Proof. Take a deontic model where H = {h1, h2, h3}, V (p) = {h1}, V (q) = {h3},
nO(h1) = V (q), n P (h1) = {∅, V (q)}. At h1 the formula above is false for ||ϕ|| = V (p).
Situations like this are plausible. Consider the case of “sharing” music in the early days
of the internet. This was a relatively new action type. It took time for it to be included in na-
tional copyright laws. Until then sharing was not only a matter of indifference in the sense
that it was neither obligatory nor forbidden; neither sharing nor not sharing was explicitly
permitted.
3.3. Axiomatization. The set of valid formulas on deontic frames is completely ax-
iomatizable by the axioms and rules in Table 1.
Table 1. The axiom system 5HD. Here D is either O or P
1. All propositional tautologies and S5 for 3, together with:
(Univ) 2(ϕ ↔ ψ) → (Dϕ ↔ Dψ)
2. For P:
(FCP) P(ψ ∨ ϕ) → Pϕ ∧ Pψ
3. Interaction axioms:
(Ought-Perm) Oϕ → Pϕ
(Ought-Can) Oϕ → 3ϕ
(Weakest-Perm) Oϕ → (Pψ → 2(ψ → ϕ))
4. Rules: Modus Ponens and
(NEC)  ϕ 2ϕ
The reader accustomed to neighborhood semantics might wonder why the usual rule “E”
has been omitted.
(E)  ϕ ↔ ψ Dϕ ↔ Dψ
This rule is easily derivable in 5HD: Apply (NEC) to  ϕ ↔ ψ . Then  Dϕ ↔ Dψ
follows from (Univ) by Modus Ponens. We now turn to completeness.12
THEOREM 3.8. The logic 5HD (Table 1) is sound and complete with respect to the class
of deontic frames.
Proof. For soundness the only non-standard axiom is (Weakest-Perm). FromM, h |
Oϕ we know that ||ϕ|| ∈ nO(h), but then for any ψ such that Pψ is true at h, the Weakest-
Perm frame condition gives us that ||ψ || ⊆ ||ϕ||, and so that 2(ψ → ϕ) is also true
at h.
We now turn to completeness. A routine argument shows that every 5HD-consistent set
of formulas can be extended to a maximally consistent set (MCS). Take such a maximally
consistent set . Write H for the set of all maximally consistent sets  such that for all
formulas ψ of the form 2ϕ, we have that ψ ∈  iff ψ ∈ . H will be the domain of the
model which will be built.
12 We use standard techniques (maximal consistency, canonical models, etc.) from modal logic, see
Blackburn et al. (2002, pp. 190ff ) for details.
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DEFINITION 3.9 (Neighborhood tools). The proof set |ϕ| of a formula ϕ of LD is defined
as { ∈ H : ϕ ∈ }. A neighborhood function nD on H is canonical for 5HD if for
all ϕ, |ϕ| ∈ nD() iff Dϕ ∈ , for D either O or P. A minimal D-neighborhood function
nDmin : H
 → 22H for a modality D is defined as:
nDmin() = {|ϕ| : Dϕ ∈ }
Let nOmin be the minimal function for O , and n
P↓min the closure under subsets of the minimal
function for P .
FACT. n P↓min and n
O
min are well-defined and canonical.
Proof. Canonicity is trivial for nOmin and for the right to left direction of n P↓min . For the
left to right, the only case to check is whether |ϕ| could have been added to n P↓min() by
closing under subsets, without Pϕ being in . This cannot happen. Suppose that |ϕ| ∈
n P↓min() and |ϕ| ⊂ |ψ | for Pψ ∈ . We know that ψ is equivalent to (ψ ∧ ϕ) ∨
(ψ ∧ ¬ϕ). Using E and FCP, we get that P(ϕ ∧ ψ) ∈ . But since |ϕ| ⊂ |ψ | we can
show using Lemma 3.12 that 2((ϕ ∧ ψ) ↔ ϕ) ∈ , and so that Pϕ ∈  using E
again. Well-definedness follows from Lemma 3.12, using (Univ) and the usual properties
of MCSs. 
DEFINITION 3.10 (Canonical model). The canonical model M = 〈H, Alt, nOmin,
n P↓min, V 〉 is defined as usual: H, n P↓min and nOmin are as above. Alt is the canonical
relation for 3. V  is the canonical valuation: V (p) = { : p ∈ }.
The Existence Lemma for 3 is routine.
LEMMA 3.11 (Existence lemma for O and P). If Pϕ ∈  then |ϕ| ∈ n P↓min(), and
similarly for O.
Proof. For O and P it follows trivially from the definitions of n P↓min and nOmin . 
LEMMA 3.12. |ϕ| ⊆ |ψ | if and only if 2(ϕ → ψ) ∈ , for all  ∈ H
Proof. The “if” direction follows directly from the T axiom. For the “only if”, suppose
there is  such that 2(ϕ → ψ) ∈ . Then 3(ϕ ∧ ¬ψ) ∈  because  is an MCS. But
then the Existence Lemma for 3 gives us a  ∈ H such that ϕ ∧ ¬ψ ∈ , and thus
|ϕ| ⊆ |ψ |. 
LEMMA 3.13 (Truth lemma). For all ϕ ∈ ,M, | ϕ iff ϕ ∈ .
Proof. As usual, by induction on ϕ. All cases are standard. 
All that remains to be shown is thatM is a deontic model.
LEMMA 3.14. For all  ∈ H, if |ϕ| ∈ nOmin() then for all Y ∈ n P↓min(), Y ⊆ |ϕ|.
Proof. Suppose |ϕ| ∈ nOmin(). Take Y ∈ n P↓min() arbitrary. By the definition of
n P↓min , either Y = |ψ | or Y  |ψ | for some Pψ ∈ . From Weakest-Perm we thus can
conclude that 2(ψ → ϕ) ∈ . But then Lemma 3.12 gives us that Y ⊆ |ψ | ⊆ |ϕ|,
as wanted. 
CLAIM 3.15. M is a deontic model.
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Proof of Claim. It follows from the construction of the canonical model that Alt is
the universal relation.13 Given Lemma 3.14, there are only three things that still need to be
checked. First, that if X ∈ nOmin() then X ∈ n P↓min(). This follows directly from Ought-
Perm. Second, that if X ∈ nOmin() then there is a ′ ∈ X such that Alt(,′). This
follows directly from (Ought-Can) and the Existence Lemma. Finally, we need to show
that if X ∪ Y ∈ n P↓min() then both X, Y ∈ n P↓min(). This follows directly from FCP, the
properties of MCS, and the fact that n P↓min is closed under subsets. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
§4. Extensions and applications. In this section we first consider extensions of the
core system where being the weakest permitted action type is sufficient for it to be obli-
gated. Then we expand on the last example presented in section 2.3, namely recommenda-
tions and permissions stemming from decision- and game-theoretic rationality notions.
4.1. Extensions to “if and only if”. In certain cases, being the weakest permitted
action-type is sufficient for it being obligatory (c.f. Section 2.2). Technically, this amounts
to requiring the following:
If X ∈ n P (h) and Y ⊆ X for all Y ∈ n P (h) then X ∈ nO(h) (Conv)
This “converse direction” conjures a pattern of second-order quantification that is different
from the one modal logicians are used to (Blackburn et al., 2002, Sec. 3.2). These are
generally of the form:
∀P1, ...P1ϕ(P1, ...Pn)
(Conv) is not of that form.14 Slightly abusing our notation for the sake of illustration, this
condition can be read as:
∀S(∀Q(P(Q) → 2(Q → S)) → O S)
which is equivalent to
∀S∃Q((P(Q) → 2(Q → S)) → O S)
So to axiomatize this frame condition one needs more powerful tools. Here we use the
following infinitary inference rule. Let E = 〈p1, p2, ...〉 be an enumeration of all atomic
propositions in PROP, then:
 Pp1 → 2(p1 → ϕ)  Pp2 → 2(p2 → ϕ) . . . for all pi ∈ E
 Pϕ → Oϕ (R-Conv)
13 We restricted H to MCS that have the same “Box” theory, and it is a standard observation that
this makes Alt the universal relation in that model, and hence 2 a universal modality in that
model. Take any two MCS  and . We have to show that Alt(,). Take any φ ∈ . By T
we get 3φ ∈ , and so 2¬φ ∈ . By construction for all formulas of the form 2ψ , 2ψ ∈  iff
2ψ ∈ . So 2¬φ ∈ , as required.
14 Observe that (Weakest-Perm) is, after some quantifier shifting. Slightly abusing our notation, its
condition corresponds to:
∀S(O(S) → ∀Q(P(Q) → 2(Q → S)))
which is equivalent to
∀S∀Q(O(S) → (P(Q) → 2(Q → S)))
This equivalence is at the root of the completeness result just presented.
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This rule is sufficient to ensure weak completeness with respect to the intended class of
frames. See below. We do not know whether it is strongly complete. In any case the
resulting logic is not compact. Take the set of formulas above the line of (R-Conv), together
with the negation of the conclusion of that rule. This whole set is inconsistent, but none of
its finite subsets is.
THEOREM 4.1. Let 5HD+ be the logic 5HD (page 818) extended with (R-Conv). 5HD+ is
sound and weakly complete with respect to the class of uniform deontic frames that satisfy
(Conv).
Proof. We show first that (R-Conv) preserves validity. Suppose that for a given frame
F there is a valuation V and a h such that F, V, h | Pϕ ∧ ¬Oϕ. By (Conv) we know
that there is a Y ∈ n P(h) such that Y ⊆ ||ϕ||. So there is a h′ ∈ Y such that h′ ∈ ||ϕ||.
Take an atom p that does not occur in ϕ and a valuation V ′ that is identical to V except
that V (p) = Y . This gives us F, V ′, h | Pp ∧3(p ∧ ¬ϕ), as required.
Now for completeness. In the presence of the (R-Conv) we need to re-do the Lindenbaum
Lemma.
LEMMA 4.2. Every 5HD+-consistent finite set of formulas 
 can be extended to an
MCS 
∗.
Proof. Let S = 〈ϕ0, ...〉 be an enumeration of formulas of LD . Then 
∗ is inductively
defined as follows. Throughout the induction, let Atn be the set of all atoms in PROP that
are not in 
n ∪ {ϕn}. Since 
 is finite Atn is countable infinite, for all n.
1. 
0 = 
.
2. 
n+1. Take ϕn ∈ S. There are two cases.
(a) 
n  ¬ϕn . What to do then depends on the shape of ϕn .
i If ϕn = Pψ → 2(ψ → ϕ) then fix

n+1 = 
n ∪ {ϕn} ∪ {p∗} ∪ {χ∗}
where χ∗ = (¬Oϕ ∧ Pϕ ∧ p∗) → (Pp∗ ∧3(p∗ ∧¬ϕ)) and p∗ ∈ Atn .
ii O/w then fix

n+1 = 
n ∪ {ϕn}.
(b) 
n+1 := 
n ∪ ¬ϕn otherwise.
Set 
∗ =⋃n<ω 
n .
CLAIM 4.3. For all n ∈ N, 
n is consistent.
Proof. 
 is consistent by assumption. Consider 
n+1. The only non-standard case is
2(a), and the inconsistency must come from the fact that 
n  ¬χ∗. But unless 
n is
already inconsistent, this can’t be. For in that case we would have 
n  p∗. But this can’t
be since p∗ does not occur in 
n . 
CLAIM 4.4. 
∗ is an MCS.
Proof. Maximality follows directly by construction. So now for consistency. Every finite
subset of 
∗ is consistent, by the previous claim. So the only inconsistency that can arise is
by taking
⋃
n<ω 
n , and this could only come from (R-Conv), which uses an infinite set of
premises. So suppose that 
∗ is not consistent. This means that there is a formula ϕ such
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that Pp → 2(p → ϕ) ∈ 
∗ for all p ∈ PROP, but that 
∗ also contains Pϕ ∧ ¬Oϕ. By
construction it must be that Pϕ ∧ ¬Oϕ has been added at some stage 
n . Now consider
an atom q ∈ Atn . Then the formula Pq → 2(q → ϕ) must have been added at some later
stage m > n, and with it both p∗ and (¬Oϕ ∧ Pϕ ∧ p∗) → (Pp∗ ∧3(p∗ ∧¬ϕ)) for some
p∗ ∈ Atm . But then by the choice of this p∗, 
m  Pp∗∧3(p∗∧¬ϕ) and thus the formula
Pp∗ → 2(p∗ → ϕ) could not have been added later on, against our assumption. 
This proves the Lemma. 
From there we can use the same canonical model construction as in the proof of
Theorem 3.8. All that remains to be shown is that this model satisfies (Conv). Take an MCS
 and suppose that, first, X ∈ n P(). This means that X = |ϕ| for some Pϕ ∈ . Suppose
also that Y ⊆ X for all Y ∈ n P(). Take an arbitrary p ∈ PROP. If Pp ∈  then Pp →
2(p → ϕ) ∈ . Suppose then that Pp ∈ . By Lemma 3.12 we get 2(p → ϕ) ∈ , and
so we have Pp → 2(p → ϕ) ∈  in that case too. But then since MCSs are closed under
inference rules, we get that Oϕ ∈ , which is sufficient to prove the theorem. 
4.2. Applications to decision and game theory. In this section we apply the logic of
obligations as weakest permissions to norms of practical rationality in decision and game
theory. We provide first a philosophical argument to the effect that this reading of deontic
modals is the correct one for such norms. A welcome consequence of this view is that
the logic of practical recommendations in decision and game theory is immune to the
classical deontic paradoxes. We illustrate this by two well-known examples, and sketch
how to represent practical recommendations in deontic models. This section is mainly
philosophical, and repeats some of the arguments from Section 2, but it builds on the
technical apparatus developed in the meanwhile.
First some terminology.15 By a decision-theoretic choice rule we mean a rule that out-
puts a set of actions for each agent and each decision problem. Maximization of expected
utility is the classical example. Solution concepts in game theory can also been seen in this
abstract way. The main difference is that, in general, solution concepts output sets of
outcomes/strategy profiles for each game. These sets of outcomes need not correspond to
strategies for each player. For equilibrium concepts this is not the case, while for iterated
elimination of strictly dominated strategies it is. The classical normative interpretation of
choice rules and solution concepts is that they pinpoint the set of rational actions and/or
outcomes, write it R, and that agents ought to play rational actions or outcomes (OR).
The general argument on page 813 can now be applied to the present case. The claim
is that the deontic logic of practical recommendations stemming from choice rules and
solution concepts is the logic of obligation as weakest permission.
Let us start with obligations. Take a choice rule or a solution concept, and suppose that
it partitions the set of available actions or possible outcomes into two sets, the rational (R)
and irrational ones (¬R).16 Under the normative interpretation, the agent(s) ought to choose
rationally, so we have (OR). Choosing an irrational action is not OK. So we are under
reading (a’) (Section 2.1.2). Now we argue that R is the unique obligatory action type. The
crux of this argument is that, on rationality grounds alone, no specific rational action in
15 We remain informal on the relevant decision and game-theoretical notions. See e.g. Rasmusen
(2007) for the formal definitions.
16 Most if not all standard choice rules and solution concepts are like that. There are exceptions, c.f.
Cubitt & Sugden (2011), but they do not compromise the generality of our argument.
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R is “more rational” than any other. The same holds for action types that imply R.
So there is no logically stronger action type that is obligatory. What about logically weaker
types than R? The same argument as in Section 2.2 can be run here. We assume that
obligation implies permission. So under the open reading of permissions, for which we
will argue presently, if there is a ϕ such that R ⊂ ϕ such that Oϕ then there is an irrational
but nonetheless rationally permitted alternative, a direct contradiction. So R is the unique
action type which is obligatory under the choice rule or solution concept at hand.
Now for permissions. By the same argument as above R is permitted, and nothing logi-
cally weaker is. Now we claim that the right reading of this permission is the open reading.
Again, the key point is that, on the ground of rationality alone, all actions in R are equally
recommendable. So it cannot be the case that some are rationally allowed while others are
not. The agent can thus pick any of them, or any action type that implies R. But then R
must be the logically weakest permission the agent has. In other words, the only thing that a
choice rule or a solution concept prescribes is to play what it pinpoints as a rational strategy.
Within these limits, the agent has free choice permission. She may rationally choose any
action.
Let us take two examples to illustrate this. First, one from decision theory. Consider the
“Medical Newcomb’s problem” illustrated in Table 2.17 In that story smoking is positive
evidence that you have the Cancer Gene. But according to standard causal decision theory
this type of evidential correlation should be ignored. You either have the gene or you do not,
whatever you do. So smoking is the only rational thing to do. But if there are many ways
to smoke, in that situation rationality does not provide any way to distinguish between
them. So they are all rationally permitted. For similar reasons rationality recommends not
choosing any action that would prevent you from smoking. So smoking is the logically
weakest permitted action-type, and this is indeed what one ought to do.
Table 2. Smoking and the cancer gene
No Cancer Gene Cancer Gene
Not Smoking 2 -1
Smoking 4 0
One can make this more precise using deontic frames. Suppose we have a given set of
action tokens τ1, ...τn . This is going to be our set of alternatives H . Suppose that H can
be partitioned into S and S¯, the smoking and the non-smoking tokens. For all h ∈ H ,
fix n P (h) to be the set of all subsets of S, and nO(h) = {S}. This is a deontic frame,
and an easy check reveals that it provides counter-examples to the three deontic paradoxes
mentioned in Observation 3.4 (page 817).
Now for a game-theoretic example. Take Matching Pennies (Table 3). This is a typical
example where there are no pure-strategy Nash equilibria. Now suppose that Ann (row)
and Bob (column) are playing this game, and that their decisions are positively correlated
17 See Weirich (2012) for further references and more details.
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Table 3. The matching pennies game
T H
T (-1,1) (1,-1)
H (1,-1) (-1,1)
with one another. Say they are twins.18 Ann choosing T is strong evidence for her that Bob
will do so, and similarly for H and vice-versa for Bob. This puts each of them up against a
decision problem where there is no ratifiable or deliberatively stable action (Jeffrey, 1965;
Joyce, 2012). If Ann chooses T then Bob will choose T too, so Ann’s best response should
have been H . But if she chooses H then Bob will do the same, and so her best response
brings her back to choosing T . If Ann chooses an action A in that case, she ought to have
chosen otherwise (¬A), and this obligation is the weakest permitted action she has.
This sort of example can also be captured in deontic frames. Take again H = τ1, ...τn to
be the set of action tokens available to, say, Ann, and suppose that this set can be partitioned
into Head and T ail, the “playing heads” and “playing tails” tokens. The conundrum in
which Ann finds herself corresponds to the fact that if h ∈ Head then n P (h) = {X : X ⊆
T ail} and nO(h) = {T ail}. And vice-versa if h ∈ T ail: n P (h) = {X : X ⊆ Head} and
nO(h) = {Head}. Again, these sets of obligations and permissions are not prone to the
deontic paradoxes mentioned above.
It should be clear that the construction in these two examples generalizes. All that it
requires is a partition of H into rational and irrational strategies according to a given choice
rule. So given a decision problem, be it decision or game theoretic, and a choice rule, one
can construct a deontic frame that reflects rational obligations and permissions. Together
with the philosophical argument given above, this means that the general deontic logic of
rational recommendations in game and decision theory is the non-normal logic that we have
studied in this paper, with the welcome corollary that it avoids most of the known deontic
paradoxes.19
§5. Conclusion. This paper is about the logic of a non-standard understanding of
deontic modals, where an action type is obligatory (if and) only if it is permitted and no
logically weaker action type is permitted. We argued that this reading is philosophically
plausible, and has interesting mathematical properties. In the core system, being the weak-
est permission is only necessary for an action type to be obligatory. We showed, among
other things, that this system gives rise to an unusual interplay between deontic and alethic
modalities and that it avoids some of the classical deontic paradoxes. We then studied
an extension of this system, where being the weakest permission is also sufficient for an
action type to be obligatory, and have shown that this understanding of obligations and
permissions applies naturally to practical norms in decision and game theory.
There exist some congenial proposals in the deontic logic literature, starting from
van Benthem (1979). The work of Trypuz & Kulicki (2011), Trypuz & Kulicki (2013),
Trypuz & Kulicki (2009) and Czelakowski (1997) are prime examples. The first step to
18 We use this specific example because it shows that some “non-uniform” frames are philosophi-
cally interesting. See footnote 10 (page 815) for the definition of uniformity.
19 This point is developed in more detail in Roy et al. (2014).
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establish a formal connection has been made in Dong (2014). Under a different interpre-
tation, the present logic could be used to study the relation between prima facie and “all
things considered” obligations (Donagan, 1984; Brink, 1994; Horty, 2012). The former
would be the Ps in our system, the latter the Os. The conjecture is that the present logic,
minus Free Choice, would come close to the “disjunctive account” (Horty, 2012) of all
things considered obligations. Under that reading, all things considered obligations would
arise from the requirement that even the weakest prima facie obligations do not conflict
with it. Finally, it would be interesting to add a temporal component to the present logic,
and study its relation with stit theory.
Some technical questions are still left open here. We have not studied the complexity
of the core or the extended system. Some advances have been made in the study of the
proof theory of a system close to 5HD (Gratzl, 2013; Lellmann, 2014), but for now it is
still open whether 5HD has a proof system that admits Cut. We also left open the question
of a strongly complete axiomatization of the “converse direction”. Finally, the interplay
between deontic logic and game theory is an active area of research. Some steps towards
the connection of our proposal with this literature have been made in Roy et al. (2014), but
at the time of writing this is still very much an ongoing project.
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